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Screenshots Reviews Nice
applications 7 By adelgi Nice
applications, easy to use. So
sweet 5 By Wellinda Sooooo
sweet!!! The best 5 By
djsurfcom it's a new
application so i will give you
some considerations to make
the best choice: 1- its
language is a little bit
strange to me. 2- its price is
ok. 3- its UI is perfect and
easy to use. 4- it updates
and transmits data very fast.
5- it's team made a simple
application to upload files
into Dropbox. 6- its free and
don't charge for extra space.
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7- can be deleted without
restrictions. 8- its important
that you are registered for a
Dropbox account, cause it
can't be disabled. i just can't
start without you. What's up!
5 By Zarzam Nice and useful
application. Best app ever 5
By sickle n hook Always have
to go back and re install
because it goes poof every
2.0 months or so but so
worth it! Great App! 5 By
danielly Use this app to help
me get rid of my headache.
Most of these headaches I
get are related to the high
ram. This app help me figure
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out which process can be
killed. Easy to use and it has
a great function. Great app 5
By mezcalepojiboy It's the
best way to find out which
processes hogging RAM. This
app help me clean my
system a lot. Great job!
Helpful app 5 By zeng It's
always busy for me, I'd like
to read the log file, but can't
do because of privacy
concerns. I can read most of
the log files, but could not
decipher the screenshot.
Nice job for drawing the log
files. Amazing App! 5 By
Yuma I work in an IT place
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where I have to sync with my
Mac. Now I can actually do
my job. It's got everything in
order for me to make my life
easier and stay more
organized. Thank you Simon!
Best App Ever 5 By vladr77
Very helpful and useful for a
normal user like me.
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